
1. The course was well organized.

Statistics Value

Mean 3.62

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-0.94

2. The course generally followed the syllabus.

Statistics Value

Mean 3.72

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-1.03

3. Class attendance was necessary for learning
course material.

Statistics Value

Mean 3.18

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-1.12

4. The course was intellectually challenging.

Statistics Value

Mean 3.68

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-0.82

Fall 2014 Course Evaluation Report for ELHE710102_2015F_HIGHER
ED IN AMERICAN SOC - Michael James

Response Table

Fall 2014

Raters Students

Responded 30

Invited 33

Response Ratio 90.91%

Course Related Questions for ELHE710102_2015F_HIGHER ED IN AMERICAN SOC-
Distribution of Responses
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Statistics Value

Mean 3.40

Median 3.00

Mode 3

Standard Deviation +/-0.67

Statistics Value

Mean 2.80

Median 3.00

Mode 3

Standard Deviation +/-0.92

Course Related Questions for ELHE710102_2015F_HIGHER ED IN
AMERICAN SOC- Distribution of Responses (continued)

Compared to similar courses (ie core, major, etc), this course required:

How would you rate this course overall?
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1. The instructor was prepared.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.27

Median 4.00

Mode 5, 4

Standard Deviation +/-0.78

2. The instructor was available for help outside of
class.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.39

Median 4.00

Mode 5, 4

Standard Deviation +/-0.63

3. The instructor returned assignments/tests
conscientiously.

Statistics Value

Mean 3.90

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-1.06

4. The instructor showed enthusiasm about the
subject matter.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.45

Median 5.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.78

5. The instructor stimulated interest in the subject
matter.

Statistics Value

Mean 3.90

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-1.06

6. The instructor's explanations were clear.

Statistics Value

Mean 3.50

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-1.22

Instructor Questions for (Michael James)- Distribution of Responses
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7. The instructor treated students with respect.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.70

Median 5.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.65

Statistics Value

Mean 3.67

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-0.92

Instructor Questions for (Michael James)- Distribution of Responses (continued)

How would you rate this instructor overall as a teacher?
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Course Questions for ELHE710102_2015F_HIGHER ED IN AMERICAN
SOC - Benchmarks

Compared to similar courses (ie core, major, etc), this course required:

How would you rate this course overall?

1. The course was well organized.

2. The course generally followed
the syllabus.

3. Class attendance was necessary
for learning course material.

4. The course was intellectually
challenging.

Compared to similar courses (ie
core, major, etc), this course
required:

How would you rate this course
overall?
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Instructor Questions for (Michael James) - Benchmarks

1. The instructor was prepared.

2. The instructor was available for
help outside of class.

3. The instructor returned
assignments/tests conscientiously.

4. The instructor showed
enthusiasm about the subject
matter.

5. The instructor stimulated interest
in the subject matter.

6. The instructor's explanations
were clear.

7. The instructor treated students
with respect.
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Instructor Questions for (Michael James) - Benchmarks (continued)

How would you rate this instructor overall as a teacher?

How would you rate this
instructor overall as a teacher?
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Comments for ELHE710102_2015F_HIGHER ED IN AMERICAN SOC -
Michael James

What are the strengths of this course?

Comment

The Canvas site is very well-organized and easy to access. Prof James was available to all students and willing to
work with them.

I think the early organization was great and I thought the readings were really relevant.

Professor James is very knowledgeable and seems passionate about the subject matter. He genuinely seems to
care about making sure that the students were learning.

Professor James is very knowledgeable and enthusiastic.

An overview of the purposes of higher education.

So much to learn, Prof. James was very knowledgeable and led the class in an interesting and engaging manner

Required extensive personal initiative regarding research and analysis. Guidance throughout was present and
helpful. Overarching understanding of the historical timeline was achieved.

The professor has great knowledge and the syllabus was well planned. However, lectures rarely discussed the
readings and conversations went off topic which was frustrating.

I like being able to work closely with other students in the program and in the class. I think that was a great way to
build connections during a lot of our first semesters of graduate school.

I liked that idea of the state project

Learning about the history of higher education.

I enjoyed the lectures and the professor really knew the material and presented it well. He was always available for
questions and concerns regarding the course. I also enjoyed that we got to spend some time getting to know
classmates and working on our group projects. I think the group projects were much more effective than if we had
worked on the projects alone. I also believe that the work load was appropriate and the syllabus was organized in
a way that we had ample time for all presentations and essays.

good class discussion and time to work collaboratively in groups. Interactive activities (ex. financial aid exercise)
were great.

The professor is passionate, I like my classmates

The readings are relevant nj class discussion was intellectually stimulating

I learned a general overview of the history of higher education.

Learning about the historical impacts and connections of higher education and American society. I felt that the first
half of the semester was providing a lot of good information about higher education in a historical context.

Interesting content, good overview of HE in American, great starting point for program

1. Prepping student for comps in terms of the structure of the papers and the content
2. Introducing the structure of higher ed in the U.S and identifying current issues

The additional articles outside of the text books really enforced the content of each week. It was really nice having
the powerpoints available before class to follow along and take notes on.

The only strength of this course was the selection of readings.

The course had students analyze the social, political, historical, and economic forces that have driven higher
education on both the national and regional level.

background of higher education, understanding state government and the ways the government funds higher
education

Time in class to do group work

Very much a survey and good introduction to the topic. After taking more advanced courses first, it felt a little like a
step back.

learning about the history of american higher education system

Really forced class to think about the issues concerning many angles of higher ed...lots of good in class
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discussions

variety of material and sources

The strengths is the foundational knowledge that the rest of the degree builds off of.

-interesting material
-engaging discussion
-thoughtful assignments, not busy work

How could the instructor improve the course?

Comment

I think we should have gotten to choose our groups for the group project. Students had no say on what topic on we
wanted to work on for the entire semester. I also thought it was unfair that the second paper topic was entire on
one group's topic-- they had a huge advantage compared to other groups. Grading was at times unclear, even
though there was a rubric. For example, we were originally told the in-class group presentations were not graded
until the end, but they were. One major way to improve this class would be to spread out the presentations (for
example, the group on academic freedom presents the day that topic is covered by the syllabus). Listening to 8
presentations was very repetitive and everyone seemed to zone out.

I was not a fan of the textbooks or the fact that we had 3 and did not use them that often. I also wish we had spent
less time focused on the state project. It was a great project but I feel like it took away from other aspects of the
course.

Make the classes more organized so that they follow some sort of agenda throughout. Sometimes we went off on
tangents in the class discussions and didn't even end up talking about any of the material that we were supposed
to read.

Abandon the state project!!!

The group project needs a revamp.

more tie in to the readings perhaps

Boil down the main project to require less time investment. Only 10% of grade but required extensive research and
commitment. Balance it out by either increasing grade value or decreasing time commitment.

The instructor could provide clearer direction. Exam assignments were vague and required the instructor to clarify
what he was looking for which was not clear in the question. Directions were even less clear with respect to the
state project.

Two weeks to get a paper back seems a little long to me. If its not returned within a week, I think that is
understandable, but maybe max 10 days if possible. I like to get feedback as soon as possible because it helps
me write my next papers in this class but also papers in other classes.

State project could be less ambiguous.

The class seemed very disorganized in terms of lecture presentation and I would have valued a synthesis of the
readings. I also felt that there was very little direction on our state project.

While I enjoyed the group presentations, I feel that we focused too much on the state projects. I think having three
presentations was actually very beneficial, because I learned a lot about a specific public higher education system
and how its practices related to the material we were learning in class. However I wish the papers did not focus on
the states and our specific state groups as well. Sometimes writing the paper was easier, but I was worried that I
was being redundant in my paper because I would repeat information from the presentation. I think it would also
have been easier to use the books and readings from class if the papers weren't so specific to our state and state
sub groups.

Follow the syllabus. Speak louder.

Less time could be spent on the state project and more incorporation of current events in higher Ed could be
discussed

Be more structured in class. Stick to the material we were assigned to read. Actually engage that material and dig
into it, rather than skim it and talk about the general parts of higher education. We all know the general facts about
higher education because we went to college.

Although the class focuses on American higher ed, I would be interested in learning more about other forms of
higher education outside of the US. I felt there was often too much focus on our state project. I think the final
presentation is important, but I'm not sure if the first two were completely necessary as they took away time from
the class materials. More connections to readings would also be appreciated to have more class discussions.
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Clarity of instructions, often felt things were said and then dates or guidelines changed. Especially for group
project. It was a little frustrating to be told first presentation was not graded and then once we arrived in class we
were told they were graded.

More time spent processing the readings during class. 
More concrete explanations of what the expectations are for the assignments and state project presentations.

Spending more time on more current issues instead of the founding of higher education. I would have been a lot
more interested in taking additional class time to go over how higher ed has been shaped since WWII. 
Also, three presentations on the state seemed like too many. I think two would have been more practical, one
towards the beginning on what you are going to look into and then the final presentation.

I have a number of issues with this class and have been keeping a running log of them throughout the semester,
beginning, I believe, during the second class. For the purposes of this evaluation, I’ve attempted to organize them
by similarities/assignments/etc. 

General Issues:
• I found the lectures very confusing and never really understood what Professor James was looking for. For
example, there was one class where he proposed a question and the class brainstormed answers. When he went
to the next slide, there was a list of answers that was essentially a summation of the answers he was looking for.
As a class, we got none of the answers. To me, that says something about a communication breakdown, and
unfortunately that breakdown continued throughout the semester.
• I often didn’t feel comfortable participating in the larger group discussion because I found that Professor James
often twisted students’ answers around to no longer reflect their thoughts. One specific example I can remember
is when a student essentially gave the answer of gender, race and sexuality, and Professor James somehow
turned the answer into Irish immigrants. I feel that this happened quite often and made me not want to participate.
That said, I did often participate in our small group discussions and my answers were typically the ones that were
shared with the class. Unfortunately my guess is that that went unnoticed, and my class participation grade will
suffer due to this. 
• We often got out late and were not given a break. A number of students had class at 7, so it was unfair to those
students. The worst example of this was our second mini-presentation when we had 140 minutes to cover 80
minutes of presentations and still managed to get out 25 minutes late. 
• My typical strategy for combatting all of the above was to be sure to do all of the readings and then zone out during
class so as to not confuse what I read and learned with what Professor James was trying to teach. 

State Project:
• My largest issue with the state project was that we had no say in our subtopic. Having a group project on an
assigned topic is one thing, but having three presentations and two papers on an assigned topic is another. From
my conversations with classmates, a number of people ended up with subtopics that were no interest to them or
their careers. I think the least Professor James could have done is ask us to rank our preferences so at least we
would be researching a topic of interest. Additionally, I found myself doing the readings solely with the lens of my
subtopic rather than a general view, which isn’t helpful for a class that Professor James boasted is the most
useful for comps. 
• The state projects were not explained well and my group never really knew what we were supposed to be doing
or covering. This is evident by the first mini presentation in which the class had four presentations on the history of
Ohio and four on Wisconsin. It was the most boring class and nobody paid any attention.
• Having three mini presentations was a giant waste of time, as was dedicating 3045 minutes of ever class to
working on project, especially when considering that this project was only worth 10% of our grade. Having three
classes dedicated to presentations took away valuable time for lectures (although, as discussed, I was also not a
fan of the format of those), and everybody seemed to zone out. I would suggest either the last class is dedicated to
group presentations OR perhaps groups are assigned to go depending on the topic of that class (i.e. the
governance group presents on the day or, or week after, governance is the lecture and reading topic). 
• A class or two before the first minipresentation we were told that the only presentation that would be graded was
the last one. Low and behold, when we show up for our first presentations, there is magically a rubric and we
learned, the day of, that the presentations would be graded. It was contradictory and confusing, and had we known
every presentation would be graded, we likely would have done a few things differently. Quite frankly, it is also just
unfair to show up to a class and be given a rubric rather than knowing ahead of time how we will be graded. 

Exams:
• I often received feedback on my papers that was useless. For example, Professor James would put an “OK” next
to a thought or sentence I wrote, which is neither constructive nor a compliment, so I never really knew if I was
heading in the right direction.
• Sometimes the feedback I received wasn’t actually feedback, but rather Professor James would attempt to rewrite
my sentences, changing neither the context nor the content. As a graduate student, I would prefer that professors
accept my writing style and give me constructive feedback rather than switch a few words around to appease
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themselves (although I guess this goes hand-in-hand with him twisting students thoughts around). 
• The instructions for papers were not always clear. For example, for the second paper we were told to only use
materials from class, however the paper was specifically on our group projects, which contradicted Professor
James’ own instructions. In talking with other students, many people were unclear about what to write about and
didn’t really know what to do with that paper.

My incorporating assigned course readings from the syllabus into class lectures. Too much time was devoted to
group project work (about half of every class session) and not enough time was devoted to lecture or class
discussion.

present the information is a more engaging way. material is very dry and boring unless you are someone who
enjoys history and politics.

Better use of the readings in the course. A lot of reading would be assigned but only 1 or 2 would actually be
discussed.

Decide if it's a lecture course, a group project course, or discussion course. Discussions were good and fruitful,
but lots of class time seemed wasted with talk about upcoming assignments that was very clear in the syllabus. It
seemed like students wanted their hand held a little.

everything is great as is

better explanations and in class direction for the state systems project

nix the state projects, or at least restructure them in a way so that they are relevant to people's interests in any way

Providing clearer instructions beforehand instead of waiting for student questions.

-less readings that are not discussed in class

Would you recommend this course to other students, majors, etc.? Why or why not?

Comment

n/a

Yes, it was a good foundational course for understanding higher education.

Yes, I learned a lot.

yes, he is a great professor

Yes. If students are interested in gaining an understanding of the overarching history of higher ed in America, this
is the class to take.

The content yes, with this professor, no.

Yes I would. I think it is a great introduction to higher education. I have talked to others who are taking this class
outside of their specific programs and they really enjoyed it. I think that as a higher ed masters student, it was a
great introduction into the program and has given me a good understanding of how the grading would be for the
program.

No, because while it is a good overview of the history of higher education, in class we glossed over a lot of the
topics that I wish we could have gone deeper into, such as important legal cases involving higher education
institutions.

Yes--I enjoyed going to class and felt that the time flew by, especially because we were able to work in our groups
for a good portion of the class. It was an excellent mix of lecture material, class discussion, and small group work.

required for all higher ed majors- good for other majors if individuals have a general interest in higher education
because it is a foundation course

Yes because it is required

Yes. It's a major requirement

It is part of the Higher Ed Admin core curriculum, so students have to take it. I did not enjoy this course and I would
not suggest students to take it if they do not have to.

This is a required core class, so I wouldn't recommend or not recommend it to anyone.

Yes

Yes. It covers important core material about the field of higher ed.

Great foundation on the founding of higher education

I would recommend the course but not the instructor.
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No. Though a requirement for our program, I fell the same material is covered in other courses (i.e. Student Affairs,
Field Experience).

it would depend on the type of person whether or not I would recommend the course. It does have merit in
providing useful information and governmental structure though.

It gave a nice history of higher ed. Sure.

Yes--although I would hope for slightly smaller enrollment in the future. This class was too large to get in-depth,
which is something Michael James is really good at getting out of people.

no need for recommendation, it is a required class

Definitely a good baseline for understanding higher ed in america - beyond just historical

no. i am not taking comps and it was too much work for the little i learned

It is a required course, but also it provides a good foundational understanding of the discipline of higher education.

-required for majors, so yes

Additional Comments:

Comment

Sometimes the dates changed on the syllabus without warning which was confusing. For example our final paper
was originally due two days later but then was switched.

Get rid of the state project. I felt like the time spent at the end of every class with the groups was a waste of time.
Although I did learn a lot about my particular state, not having any clear cut direction made it really difficult to even
figure out what we were supposed to be doing and there was way too much emphasis was put on this project.

Great professor, provided helpful feedback and constant encouragement.

Professor James is very knowledgeable and a nice man, but his lack of direction is extremely frustrating, as is his
time management in class. While lecturing he would frequently go off topic based on a student question and
continue on this subject for the duration of the class never discussing the planned material. One class he only
made it to the second of almost 20 power point slides for class.

With respect to the state project, at the outset of the course it was explained that half of each class would be spent
working on the project in our groups and there would not need to be out-of-class time spent on the presentation.
We rarely had time in class and significant work was done outside of class hours. This is fine, but do not state that
it will be done entirely during class time. I think this speaks to the professors poor use of time in class and getting
off topic.

Finally, for the amount of time the state project took it should have been well more than 10% of the overall grade.

Again, I think the paper topics could be broadened and not have to focus on our states and state sub groups. We
already had done research for the presentations, and I felt as if I had to do more research for the papers, on top of
the readings we had to do each week. I think the only suggestions would be for the papers to focus more on the 3
textbooks and the articles we read in class as well as class discussions.

Professor James is a really nice person but class was often unstructured and I rarely left feeling as if I learned
anything important. 
I think he is a good professor but maybe should not be teaching this specific course.

The only thing I can think of to explain how terrible this class was is that Professor James is lazy. We spent three of
our classes only doing presentations (not to mention we missed one for Thanksgiving and another because
Professor James was out of town), and lectures were sped through and cut short weekly so we could work on our
presentations.

The group project seemed to take on an outsized portion of the course. I felt like I was learning in microcosm.
While learning how to research a topic deeply is important, it felt a little like deja vu for several classes toward the
end. I just found I had nothing new to say and it took a lot of effort to cultivate new profound things as time went on.

TA did basically nothing

Overall the information is good, but it can be extremely dry sometimes. Anything you can do to make it more
interactive or engaging would help!
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Responses to Customized Questions for
ELHE710102_2015F_HIGHER ED IN AMERICAN SOC - Michael James
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